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Impacts detected on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) experiment A0187-1 
( A l l ) ,  The Chemistry of Micrometeoroids, have been analyzed by means of Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) to determine 
compositional make-up off projectile residues. The primary objective was to obtain 
chemical analysis of a statistically significant number of impacts to evaluate chemical 
variability and to determine compositional clustering into discrete particle type. Bay 
A l l  was a forward-facing (about 52 degrees of LDEF's velocity vector), passive 
experiment tray with six collector surfaces of anodized 1100-34 (>99% pure) aluminum 
sheets 0.32 cm thick, yielding an exposed surface area of 1.1 m . Four of the six panels 
have been retained at  JSC, and were optically scanned, one (AllEOOE) was prepared for  
SEM/EDX analysis. Sample processing included the labeling and dislodging (by a 
punch-die device) of each individual impact greater than 75 microns. The total number 
of craters dislodged from AllEOOE was 209, having a crater diameter from 75um to 
3500um. To date, 110 of these features have been analyzed, which reign from a total 
surface of 24 x 41 cm. in size. The analytical procedures included maximizing the 
geometric efficiency (take-off angles), using relatively long count times (500-1000 sec) 
and sufficiently high accelerating currents (25-30Kev). Despite diligent examination a 
large number of craters did not exhibit measurable signals above background. Figure 1 
depicts the current status of the compositional surveys. Detectable residues are classified 
as either micrometeoritic or  as man-made debris. 

MICROMETEORITIC: Thirty-two of the 102 impacts were determined to be 
natural micrometeoritic in origin. Subclasses of natural particles were also determined 
as: (1) "chondritic", that contain Si, Mg, and Fe as major components with minor 
quantities of Al, Ca, and S; (2) Monomineralic silicates in quenchedmolten form and/or 
as unmelted fragments of olivine and pyroxene; (3) Fe-Ni rich sulfides, which are a 
discrete phase of carbonaceous chondrites. Several impacts contain unmelted fragments 
of olivine and pyroxene, and the depth to diameter ratio of these craters are indicative 
of relatively low encounter speeds. The fact that such events are recorded and observed 
in metal targets provides encouragement for  the development of capture media for  
future cosmic dust collectors in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). 

ORBITAL DEBRIS: Evidence of man-made debris is seen in impacts containing 
Fe, Ni, Cr (stainless steel), Ti ,  Zn, C1 (spacecraft paintj, Ag and Cu (electrical 
components). Fourteen craters fall into this classification, although in many cases debris 
craters (appr. 80%) are A1 in origin [1][2], and cannot be detected on the 1100 A1 target 
material. 

NO RESIDUE: More than 50% of all LDEF impacts into these (metallic) infinite 
half-space targets do  not yield sufficient quantities of projectile material to permit 
detection with electron-beam instruments, even when using relatively long count times 
(up  to 4000 sec). Many of these impacts were probably due to A1 orbital debris and 
cannot be detected on aluminum target material. Some possess morphologies indicative 
of very high encounter speeds, this would significantly reduce the initial projectile mass 
needed and dilute residues present in the impact feature. Also, in such collisions much 
of the projectile may be completely vaporized and/or ejected beyond the local region of 
the resulting crater. 

CONCLUSIONS: Of the 816 impact features (>70um), detected on 4 of the 6 
aluminum plates, 102 have been analyzed by SEM/EDX. A significant portion of 
natural residues are present as relatively large, unmelted particles, which will permit 
detailed phase studies via Transmission Electron Microscopy or other methods. 
Likewise, the melts in which these fragments occur reveal compositional melt trends and 
the preferential survival of mafic minerals is related to known shock processes. The 
recovery of detected projectile remnants bodes well for  detailed investigations and 
especially for  future dust collections in LEO. 

REFERENCES: [ l ]  Horz, F. et al. (1991), in press, LDEF-69 Months in Space, First 
Post-Retrieval Symposium, NASA Conf. Pub. 3134. [2] Bernhard, R. and Horz, F., 
(1992), Lunar Planet. Sci. XXIII ,  LPI, Houston. 
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Scanning Electron Micrograph and accompanying EDX spectra of an oblique impact onto 
an A1 1 aluminum surface. The crater is 100 x 225 microns, and was determined to be 
micrometeoritic in origin. 
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